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Welcome to the
Gasline Newsletter

Published monthly by LPG and
Gas Associations of New Zealand

Gasline is published regularly as part
of the industry's efforts to encourage
the direct use of natural gas and LPG
into households and small businesses.
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Aussie firm to produce green LNG from hydrogen
and captured CO2
Genesis’s first electric truck helps drive

As reported by Natural Gas World

Two licensing agreements will help
decarbonise energy systems and supplying
green LPG for both the developing and
developed worlds.

Melbourne-based Southern Green Gas
announced last month it was seeking four
founding buyers to assist with the funding
and development of a plant to produce socalled green LNG from hydrogen and
captured CO2.

Research company, GTI, has recently entered
into licensing agreements with the Global LPG
Partnership (GLPGP) and BioLPG, LLC (BioLPG),
for its Cool LPG technology.

Read more

Read More

Genesis’s first electric truck helps
drive decarbonisation

CarbonFree has developed a means of
mineralising emissions

Genesis’s new Fuso eCanter is the first seriesproduced fully electric truck to hit New
Zealand roads, and Genesis is the first
company in the Southern Hemisphere to
introduce one into its fleet.
As reported by Natural Gas News

Read more

US engineering group Fluor has partnered
with carbon capture utilisation and storage
developer CarbonFree to help bring the
latter’s technology to market.

UK to host world’s biggest bio-CNG
filling station

CarbonFree’s patented SkyCycle technology
captures CO2 that would otherwise be
emitted by industrial plants and mineralises
those emissions.
Read More
As reported by Natural Gas World
UK fuel retailer CNG Fuels is planning to
launch the world’s largest bio-compressed
natural gas (bio-CNG) filling station near
Bristol this year, the company said in May.
Read more

STORY IDEAS?

We are always looking for stories from
both the natural gas and LPG worlds, as
well as the wider gas community.
If you have any story ideas for Gasline please email Daniel.
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